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Akhtamar Quartet presents:
The Dream Makers

Akhtamar Quartet's biography
Akhtamar, an Armenian legend. The name of the
quartet is a reference to the Armenian Miniatures by
Komitas/Aslamazyan, which the ensemble has
performed with passion since its foundation.
The Akhtamar Quartet performs in prestigious
concert halls and festivals all around Europe:
Radio France Festival in Montpellier, the
Concertgebouw in Bruges, the MonteLeón Festival,
as well as venues in Italy, Germany, Switzerland,
Austria, the Baltic States... and of course in Armenia.
In 2020, the quartet released its first CD: “légende
arménienne”, produced by the label Cypres
Records. Regularly broadcast on national radios
(Musiq'3, France Musique, SWR2 in Germany...),
légende arménienne has been rewarded with four
stars by the prestigious BBC Music Magazine
and Classica Magazine, four Diapasons and is
one of the five nominees in the classical music
category of the Octaves de la Musique 2021.
In addition to being called upon by composers to
create and record their works, the quartet also
illustrates itself in creating musical shows for
various audiences.
The Akhtamar Quartet is supported by the
Fédération Wallonie-Bruxelles, Wallonie Bruxelles
International, the Concertgebouw Bruges, Le Dimore
del Quartetto, the Boghossian Foundation, and the
Centre National de Musique.

Introduction
The Dream Makers show explores the place of
dreams, friendship and music in an
individualized society, where everyone is caught up
in the rush of action and time. With the power of their
art, the four musicians will succeed in changing the
world around them and bring out the lights that shine
in all of us.
The staging of the show, directed by Ségolène Van Der
Straten, allows children to grasp the meaning of the
story not through the usual means of speech,
but by immersing themselves totally in the
music. The musicians express themselves through
music, communicate, dance, and invite the children to
embark on a journey with them... Sometimes
surrounded or taken to task by the musicians, the
children are at the very centre of the artists'
journey, of their friendship, their sorrows and their
joys. A journey they will not soon forget!
An original production by the Akhtamar Quartet,
directed by Ségolène Van der Straten and staged by
Anne Desclée

Trailer: TheDreamMakers

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ynotxs81lvM&t=20s&ab_channel=AkhtamarQuartet


The Hall
The show requires a dark room (as dark as
possible).

The stage
Dimension 6m00 from wall to wall - depth 6m00
(adaptable)
A podium for the cellist (about 90×140cm and
20/25cm high) + 1 stool/chair
If possible: drops, circulation at the back of the
stage, wings left and right stage.
Dark floor.

Public
In a single-storey room, young people and
audiences should be seated on the floor on
cushions or mats (to be provided by the organiser).
Possibility of adding chairs for adults on the sides.
The musicians move around the audience during
the performance.

The sets (provided by the quartet) :
4 stools
1 podium
The city in cardboard (width 1m - depth 1m30 -
height 70cm)
4 costumes

The Dream Makers 
Technical rider

4 musicians 45 minutes

 
Transportation

3 cases 55X75 + the The city in cardboard 
(case of 100 x 60 x 20, 8kg) + the 4 instruments

 
Lighting

2 standard 220 plugs to connect 
the lights of the show.

Akhtamar Quartet brings its own lighting system.
If possible : 2 extra spotlights on the front 

to cover the musicians' faces.
 

Sound
Live music not requiring a sound system.

 
Other

A dressing room for the 4 musicians
1 rack and 8 hangers (for costumes) : if possible

 
Set-up

30min of set-up and 30min of set-up and
adjustments

 
Dismantling

30 min.
 

The musicians themselves take care of the lighting
during the show. 

Contact : akhtamarquartet@gmail.com
Jennifer Pio +33672540347


